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Abstract. The data deluge – or Big Data – brings us to think differently about data management and shows us the urgent need to move towards FAIR data. Semantic resources (ontologies, vocabularies, thesauri and terminologies) are no exception to this rule. Between February 16 and March 30, 2018, we conducted a survey on the use of metadata vocabularies to describe such resources. We wanted to evaluate the current state of practice and discuss recommendations in terms of metadata standards for ontologies. In this paper, we present and discuss the results of this survey. The analysis shows that the core semantic web languages (RDFS, OWL, SKOS) and vocabularies such as DCAT or Dublin Core are among the most known and used vocabularies to describe ontologies. More surprisingly, most of the numerous vocabularies really relevant for describing ontologies are barely known and never used: DOOR, VANN, ADMS, OMV, MOD. This demonstrates a lack of a clearly identified standard recommendation for this purpose. We then propose perspectives to meet the need for harmonization of metadata vocabularies, placing this survey in the context of the work already done on this question.
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1 Introduction

In the context of the recent reconfiguration of the RDA Vocabulary and Semantic Services Interest Group (VSSIG)\textsuperscript{3}, we are leading a task group focused on ontology metadata. The goal of this task group is to review the current state related to metadata description of semantic resources in general (ontologies, vocabularies, thesauri and terminologies); and discuss recommendations and best practices in terms of metadata standards for this type of resource. This paper is based on a survey conducted between February 16 and March 30, 2018. Ontologies are some kind of knowledge artifacts [13] or knowledge organization systems [19]. Hereafter, we often use the word “ontologies” or “ontologies and vocabularies”.

\textsuperscript{3} RDA VSSIG: https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/vocabulary-services-interest-group.html
ontology, we mean not only an OWL structure that respects all the conditions to qualify as a fully formalized ontology: we include every ontology-like structure which formalizes some knowledge (ontology, vocabulary, thesaurus, taxonomy, terminology, dictionary). The point is not to focus on the level of semantics of the ontology⁴, but on its metadata description. Efforts have been made to develop metadata vocabularies or application profiles adapted to such systems, for example, the Networked Knowledge Organization Systems (NKOS) working group [18] or the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary working group [5]. The Open Ontology Repository Initiative [1] was a collaborative effort to develop a federated infrastructure of ontology repositories and was also interested in the subject. In 2016, a survey was made to the wide ontology developer community with the goal to capture the Minimum Information for Reporting of an Ontology and lead to guidelines, recently published [12], on what should be reported about an ontology and its development, in the context of ontology description papers. Although, the intention is slightly different from our objective: we believe most information that can be expressed in a scientific article presenting an ontology—including narrative sections such as motivation, knowledge acquisition or change management—can also be captured as appropriate metadata in the ontology itself.

By metadata, we mean any property used to describe the ontology itself or relations between the described ontology and other resources. To avoid confusion with ontologies, we here call metadata vocabularies the resources which offer a list of metadata properties that can be used to describe ontologies (e.g. Dublin Core, VoID, OMV, DCAT, MOD)⁵. The metadata authoring is the process of choosing and editing a metadata property when describing an ontology. Although most ontology producers are still reluctant to use metadata to describe their resources [4], the survey shows that most users are aware of their interest, especially in finding and selecting them. Over 94% of the responses indicated 'yes' to the following question: “Overall, do you think authoring and accessing ontology metadata is important?”. However, a recurring problem pointed out by users is the lack of standard or single reference to describe ontologies. How to improve the situation and meet the need of the community? The paper is organized as follow: Section 2 explains the context in which this survey takes place, describing previous and on-going works about ontology metadata. Section 3 presents the survey methodology and analysis. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation and discussion of the results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and lists a few perspectives for the ontology metadata work.

⁴ We acknowledge the differences (not discussed here) in all these types of Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) or knowledge artifacts. The reader may refer to McGuinness’s discussion [13].

⁵ Please refer to Fig.1 all along the paper for acronym definition of metadata vocabularies.
2 Background

The survey takes place in the perspective of different works we engaged around the question of metadata for ontologies. In this section, we present the most significant researches we have already done in this domain.

2.1 Unified Metadata Model of AgroPortal

The AgroPortal project [7] aims at offering a reference ontology repository for the agronomy and related domains such as food, plant, and biodiversity sciences. The first prototype of the AgroPortal (http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/) was introduced in 2015, reusing the NCBO BioPortal technology [9]. The role of metadata in such a repository is essential to facilitate the ontology identification and selection process, which has been assessed as crucial to enable ontology reuse [16]. The original metadata model in AgroPortal, inherited from the NCBO BioPortal, is based on the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV) [6]. However, our goal was to capture as much information as possible about the ontologies available in AgroPortal, and we decided to go further: we implemented a new metadata model to support better descriptions of ontologies and their relations with respect of the standard metadata vocabularies used in the semantic web community. For this purpose, we reviewed the most standard and relevant vocabularies out-there to describe metadata for ontologies: 23 in total including Dublin Core, VoID, Ontology Metadata Vocabulary, Data Catalog Vocabulary, as shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Vocabularies studied: Acronyms and Namespaces.](image)
We then grouped those properties into a unified and simplified model of 124 properties that includes the 45 properties originally offered by the NCBO BioPortal and describe all the new properties with standard vocabularies [17]. AgroPortal now recognizes 346 properties from existing metadata vocabularies that could be used to describe different aspects of ontologies: intrinsic descriptions, people, date, relations to other resources, content, metrics, community, administration, and access. We use them to populate an internal model of 127 properties implemented in the portal and harmonized for all the ontologies. Most of metadata are automatically extracted from the original ontology file if present and sometime automatically generated by the portal; and a part of them are edited and manually curated by the AgroPortal team. This has resulted in our capability to automatically aggregate information about ontologies & vocabularies to facilitate the comprehension of the whole agronomical ontology landscape by displaying diagrams, charts and networks about all the ontologies on the portal (grouping, types of ontologies, average metrics, most frequent licenses, languages or formats, leading contributors & organization, most active ontologies, etc.). We have now a specific page dedicated to visualizing this landscape in AgroPortal: http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/landscape. This work harness the potential of a complete and unified metadata model with dedicated features in an ontology repository, however the new AgroPortal’s model is not a new vocabulary as it relies on pre-existing ones [8]. A generalization of this work is now launch as part of a standardization effort led, on the one hand through the development of a metadata vocabulary specifically dedicated to the description of ontologies, the Metadata for Ontology Description and publication (MOD), described in Section 2.2, and, on the other hand, in the context of the RDA Vocabulary and Semantic Services Interest Group, presented in Section 2.3.

2.2 Metadata for Ontology Description and publication

This work on ontology metadata first started with the proposition of a metadata vocabulary namely Metadata for Ontology Description and publication (MOD) [3]. The primary aim of MOD was to enable the ontology developers to describe their ontologies in a way so that the ontologies are easily identifiable and reusable for various knowledge engineering tasks. Prior to MOD, there was another vocabulary namely Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV), which was limited in its scope [10, 15] and found to be less used. Our studies have shown that out of the 13 ontology repositories, only four of them were using OMV partially and the rest of the other repositories (about 70%) defined their own metadata elements to describe the ontologies [3, 14]. It was also observed that besides OMV, the community, especially the ontology developers, were using the other general purpose metadata vocabularies, not exclusively designed for ontology description, to describe the ontologies, for instance, Dublin Core, SKOS, RDF Schema, OWL, VOID, DOOR, etc. [4]. All these studies and observations
motivated the work on MOD. We realized the need for ontology metadata vocabulary for the better description and retrieval of ontology and also to support the interoperability between the ontology repositories. The first version of MOD (1.0) published in 2015 consisting of 15 classes, 18 object properties, and 31 data properties. Later in 2017, a revised version of MOD (V.1.2) was published consisting of 19 classes, 28 object properties, and 60 data properties. The revision was carried out by extending MOD1.0 and also by reusing and realigning MOD with the other relevant metadata vocabularies. Currently, we are working on MOD 1.3. It is to be noted here that MOD is structured as an ontology metadata model, and hence it can be directly used in developing the ontological knowledge base for ontologies besides its use for annotating and documenting the ontologies. A use case of MOD ontology model and its usefulness can be found here [4].

2.3 RDA Vocabulary and Semantic Services Interest Group

The RDA Vocabulary Service Interest Group (VSIG) was created in 2015 and became the Vocabulary and Semantic Services Interest Group (VSSIG)\(^7\) in June 2017. This group seeks to develop community-based approaches and recommendations to make knowledge organization systems (i.e. controlled vocabularies, ontologies, and their associated services) findable, accessible, interoperable, and re-usable (FAIR data principles)\(^8\). The VSSIG may develop recommendations to address the needs of research communities and software developers for discovering and using multi-disciplinary controlled vocabularies and ontologies published on the web. The key challenge faced by this interest group is to break the barriers between the different community specific vocabularies and improve their findability. The interest group will address this challenge along three main axes: the discoverability of the existing resources; the interoperability of the existing resources at metadata level; and the interoperability at the API level. In this context, 11 task groups were created, including the one working on “Ontology metadata standard” and in which we are involved as leaders. The work of this task group consists in developing together a new ontology metadata standard that can be used to describe the ontologies, vocabularies, terminologies and the similar kind of resources.

3 Survey methodology

In continuation of the work presented above, we wanted to deepen our knowledge on the real use of metadata in the field of semantic resources. In this perspective, we conducted a survey using an online questionnaire (Google Forms) between February 16 and March 30, 2018. The target audience is the community of ontology users and developers. The survey announcement circulated on about sixty

\(^7\) [https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/vocabulary-services-interest-group/wiki/updated-charter-proposed](https://www.rd-alliance.org/group/vocabulary-services-interest-group/wiki/updated-charter-proposed)

\(^8\) FAIR Guiding Principles: [http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18](http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18)
mailing lists concerned by this subject: W3C lists, RDA groups, ontology portals community (BioPortal, AgroPortal, SIFR BioPortal, OBO Foundry) and researcher mailing lists; as well as on some social networks such as Twitter or Research Gate. The goal of this survey is to understand how the ontology developer community authors metadata to describe their ontologies and how ontology users use or appreciate these metadata. To achieve this objective, the survey is based on a few key questions:

- Do ontology developers actually describe their ontology with metadata and if so, which ones?
- Do ontology users rely on metadata in their use of ontologies?
- What are the way to improve the current situation and make ontologies more FAIR: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable?

The survey was organized in five parts. Part 1 introduces the survey providing the basic information such as the objective of the survey, and also clarifies the meaning of some of the basic terms used in the survey (e.g., ontology, ontology metadata, metadata vocabulary, metadata authoring) to avoid misunderstandings. The meaning of these terms is the one we gave beforehand in this paper. Part 2 focuses on the profile of the respondent: what kind of job he does, what kind of ontology user he is, the level of experience and expertise related to ontologies and main reasons for his interest in ontologies. In part 3–4, we provide a set of questions to find the answer for the above stated key questions. Part 3 aims to explore the community experience related to ontology metadata. It asks questions focusing to the role and usage of metadata in the search and selection of ontologies, practice of the developers in describing their ontology, and the known and used metadata vocabularies. Part 4 seeks to identify the needs of the community and what would enhance the usage of metadata. The goal here is to open up prospects for work already undertaken in this area to meet these needs. Finally, the last facultative part 5 is to know better the respondents. For each question, responses have been studied one by one, using statistics and semantic analysis. For some of them, graphics (bar charts, pie charts) and word clouds have been produced.

4 Results and discussion

We had 168 participants: among them, 91 gave their name, 87 indicated their organization and/or gave a contact email address.

4.1 Profile of participants

It is found that majority of the responders (43%) were the researchers following which around 14% were the professors and 12% software developers. Besides these, there were people from various other domains such as taxonomist, librarian, data manager, linked data architect, metadata specialist, and so forth. The majority of the participants (66%) are both ontology user and developer. This
reflects the fact that the responses we received carry both types of experiences of a participant, one side his experience as an ontology search user, the metadata elements required for finding an ontology, and on the other side his experience and expectations as a developer in describing an ontology to make it FAIR. Note that besides the mixed type of ontology users, there were participants either solely the ontology developer (23%) or the ontology user (11%). Because of the topic and presentation of the survey, most of the respondents were experienced with ontology (to the point of developing some). Indeed, one concretely asks himself about ontology metadata only when facing the problem of describing his own ontology. Among the 168 participants, 52% were the advanced users and 27% were the expert users. Besides these, there were also 20% basic users. The profile of the participants is summarized in the figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Profile of participants.](image)

Unsurprisingly, the main reasons for the interest in ontologies reveal the classic and well known use cases for ontologies including for: data management and integration, semantic annotation, knowledge capture, indexing/representing data, etc. Most of the responders put themselves in the position of an ontology user when answering this question. The diversified roles and the background of the participants give us the hints of the coverage and the significance of the content of the responses.

### 4.2 Experience with ontology metadata

The findings and analysis exploring the experience and practices of the community related to ontology metadata are presented at three different levels as follows.

**Criteria for searching and selecting ontologies** The big data deluge and the adoption of the semantic have made the number of ontologies grow to numbers for which machines are mandatory to index, search and select them. It has become cumbersome for domain experts to identify the ontologies to use so that automatic recommender systems have been designed to help them with this task,
as for instance in the biomedical domain [11]. However, machines need metadata to facilitate the exploitation of any data, including ontologies. It is established that metadata is often too much neglected by data providers [2] even if it is now identified as a requirement to make the data FAIR. We asked participants how they search and select ontologies to understand the user’s ontology search behavior. We found most of the participants (63%) find the ontologies from the literature or through their community; 53% participants responded that they know the ontologies they want to use, and 51% discover the ontologies from ontology libraries or repositories; of course, some of them also search on the Web search engines like Google. Only 11% responded they use any sort of ontology recommender service. From the responses, we can say that the peers play a significant role in disseminating information about the existence of an ontology. This shows in part the lack of a reliable way for users to find recommendations for choosing the resources they need; and their community is possibly the most reliable and efficient way to identify ontologies in terms of time and quality. We then asked people what were the top 5 things they would like to know when searching and selecting an ontology. One of our goals with this question was to identify the information most wanted by users, especially to verify the existence of corresponding metadata properties to express them. The main information the people seek about an ontology is (in order of importance):

- the known usage (including examples and datasets using this ontology) and the ontology task i.e. the purpose for which the ontology was originally designed. This has been pointed by more than one in four people;
- the formality level and the expressivity;
- the maintenance: how often it is updated, is it still used or deprecated, etc.
- the domain, scope and coverage;
- the relations: alignment, mappings, imports, reuse, etc.
- the quality, popularity and endorsement;
- information about community users and community support;
- content: concepts, properties, definitions, labels, languages;
- metrics: number of classes, number of concepts, number of properties.

To a lesser extent, people would also like information on the repository (code source location) and the issue tracker (for example GitHub issues), the documentation and the publications about the ontology, the license and copyright, the standards used. Our experience with metadata vocabularies [8] allows us to confirm that for each of this information, there is a property to make it explicit. This means that users do not easily find the information that would help them to select their ontologies, while the properties to express it exist. What about ontology developers who are best placed to describe their resources?

**Ontology developer practices to describe their resources** Our different works on ontology metadata have found a lack of description for ontologies [4,8], confirmed by the previous analyze. To better understand the reason, we were interested in how developers describe their ontologies: how they author ontology
metadata, how they express information especially the entities like person, organization, location and how they choose the ontology metadata vocabularies.

The first question indicates that although 11% of respondents report not using metadata to describe their ontology, most of them author metadata by adding annotation properties and without importing the metadata vocabulary (Fig. 3). The additional comments for this question make us believe that the relatively important number of answers (27%) for “I formally use metadata vocabularies by importing them within my ontology.” seems to come from a miss understanding of the meaning of import (which for us was owl:imports).

Fig. 3. Illustrates the ontology developers ontology metadata authoring.

To describe classical entities like person, organization or location, 48% of the responders agree on the importance of reusing existing URIs whenever possible. However, when ontology developers create a new value for a property, they equally either create new URIs, or use some kind of string value which semantics is hard to parse further after. We see here that even to give basic information about an ontology, the practices are not harmonized and there is a lack of knowledge of the existing possibilities. But considering the majority of responses that actually declared authoring metadata in some way, we can be optimistic about the impact a relevant and clear guideline for metadata authoring would have. Thus, the following natural question is about the familiarity of users with metadata vocabularies.

Knowledge of metadata vocabularies In Section 2, we presented some of our works: one was to review the metadata vocabularies in order to retain the relevant properties to describe an ontology. Based on this work, we provided participants with a list of 23 vocabularies (See Fig.1). The study shows that the core semantic web languages (RDFS, OWL, SPARQL) are among the most known and used (see Fig.4). DCAT, a relatively new recent metadata recommendation, appears in the top used vocabularies. DC and DCT are considered
classic also. More surprisingly, most of the numerous vocabularies really relevant for describing ontologies (e.g., DOOR, VANN, ADMS, OMV, MOD) are barely known or never used. This demonstrates that most ontology developer certainly finds what they need in these classic metadata vocabularies (e.g., RDFS, OWL, SPARQL, DCAT, DC, DCT, FOAF); or if they do not, they probably don’t search further and they limit themselves to a basic description of their ontology.

We wanted to go further and find out if other important vocabulary could have escaped our review. Among the 72 participants who answered, 21 (30%) expressed that they do not know or use any other metadata vocabulary other than the 23 vocabularies that we listed. The rest of the participants mentioned around 27 new vocabularies (e.g., IAO, ISO 19115, LOM, LIME, LOM, Vcard). None of the vocabularies mentioned here appear more than 5 times (i.e. less than 3% of respondents). Interestingly, except IAO and ISO 19115, no other vocabulary has more than two mentions. It is also interesting to state here that some of the vocabularies that were mentioned by the participants are not really metadata vocabularies, but more domain and general purpose ontologies (e.g., DOL, SWEET, Event ontology, GCMD keywords). This means that our vocabulary review done in our previous work has not left out any important ones. There was also the mention of MIRO [12], and the CEDAR metadata workbench (http://metadatacenter.org) which design a framework for easy edition of metadata in general. The next question was about the overlap of current metadata properties: how to choose between two properties that have the same meaning, e.g. rdfs:label, dc:title and omv:name? In reply to this question, we received mixed and diversified replies. If two properties look equivalent, 30% of people said they choose according to the consistency of the vocabularies they use, 17% prefer simplicity over the multiplication of vocabularies and favor properties from a recommendation; 12% choose a vocabulary they know (Figure 5). Besides these, there were many other replies, for instance, “select the closest one by analyzing the meaning of the elements in the context”, “coming from a large community”, and “The ones I trust: who created it, is it a work of quality, will it exist in the foreseeable future?” Some of the participants (4%) replied that they randomly select the properties from the overlapping properties, and some use all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NKOS (104), IDOT (102), DOOR (100), VANN (95), ADMS (91), MOD (91), OMV (81), ObolnOwl(80), DCAT (48),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known but never used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC (45), SD (42), FOAF (38), OMV (33), VOID (29), SKOS (27), SPARQL (25), OMV (33), MOD (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARQL (36), MOD (7), OMV (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC(42), DCAT (25), DCAT (16), OMV (6), MOD(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always used (mandatory for me)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL (59), RDF (54), SPARQL (41), FOAF (16), DCAT (15), OMV(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Knowledge of metadata vocabularies (the first column indicates the various options made available for the participants.)
the overlapping properties when there is no clear consensus. The answers show that there is no specific approach to solve this problem of redundancy.

![Diagram illustrating responses](image)

**Fig. 5.** Illustrates the responses for the question on how to choose between the equivalent properties

We further ask the participants to list out the metadata information they think are missing in the existing metadata vocabularies. The responses (73) to this open question were very educative as: most of the elements mentioned by responders happen to be “already available” inside some metadata vocabularies. This clearly demonstrates a lack of knowledge of the currently existing numerous vocabularies; some responders actually point it out (“There are probably too many vocabularies for the needs, already”). Nevertheless, among the most important information that came up of this response are, by order of importance:

- provenance: how it was built, with what, when, competency questions, being able to describe the inception of an ontology;
- versioning/importing: the classic way of importing an ontology and describing its information as metadata seems not enough, ontology developer needs software libraries like dependencies between ontologies;
- contributing/support: how to send feedback, participate, curate, get info about the ontology, favor open issue trackers;
- scope: domain specificity, coverage;
- use cases: (how it is used, why, examples, applicability, datasets which use)
- expressivity (the need to explicitly capture the level of expressivity of an ontology);
- quality (standard measures, FAIRness level);
- term description (more than just labels, definitions, dates, authors, but also context of use, definition origin, etc.);
- privacy constraints;
- metrics (analytical information, numbers of), mappings (information at the ontology level).

Interesting but not surprising to see that we find here the same properties as those mentioned in the question “What are the top 5 things you would like to
know when searching and selecting an ontology?". People think this information can’t be expressed even though properties exist to describe them. This situation is due to the lack of knowledge of vocabularies but also to the fact that it is difficult to find one’s way around, even more when one knows the overlap between all the vocabularies.

4.3 How to enhance the usage of metadata for ontologies?

Faced with the difficulty of finding and using metadata adapted to the description of ontologies, we wanted to know what could be the means to make things easier. We first pointed the role of tools: would users find it useful to be supported by a tool to author ontology metadata? Out of the total 161 responders, 70% think that a tool support for authoring ontology metadata would be useful, whereas 7% do not think so. Interestingly, a significant number of responders (23%) remained undecidable. The possible reason could be because among the people who participated to this survey, some do not develop ontologies themselves, and hence they have no opinion on this issue.

But would there be other ways than tools to move towards better practices in terms of ontology metadata? Out of the total 160 responders, almost in equal numbers (56%) think that the guidelines, or the recommendations on what to describe and how would make them focus on ontology metadata authoring. 50% think that the adoption of community standards like W3C recommendations would enable them to focus on metadata authoring. We expected to receive more replies in favor of the advanced user interface or the copy/paste template, but surprisingly we received a relatively low count (45% and 31%, respectively). It is interesting also to see that the incentives such as citation, reuse, etc. (28%) would also motivate people in authoring the metadata. Besides, the above findings, we also received mixed replies though they are marginal. For instance, some find the existing guidelines inefficient, some think that the ontology editing tools should contain the important metadata elements. Finally, the work on ontology metadata is closely related to the one on ontology libraries and repositories. Indeed, with the growing number of ontologies, ontology libraries and repositories have been of interest in the semantic web community. Then the last question was about ontology repositories: what do users think the role of ontology libraries and repositories should be with respect to ontology metadata? Most of the responders (121/168) agreed that ontology libraries should facilitate the process of ontology selection and identification using metadata. Then the responses were equalized (around 70) on the other proposed role (facilitate authoring, generate metadata, support metadata export, synchronize one another). Among the open responses, we surprisingly found six suggestions that an ontology repository shall adopt a common model for metadata and resolve internally the vocabulary heterogeneity (what we have done in AgroPortal). A few responses raise the point that an ontology library shall be able to measure a level of metadata description. Some of the other responses also pointed to the FAIRness level and quality metadata metrics. Thus, from the point of view of the community, there are at least three ways to improve the good practices in terms of ontology metadata:
tools, repositories and guidelines or recommendations (community standard). We can then consider that (i) It is the role of ontology edition software to actually support (some) metadata edition functionalities. It would highly facilitate the task (and the emergence of a standard vocabulary) if ontology editors would only need to fill out a few forms directly in their preferred ontology edition software; (ii) It is the role of ontology libraries to facilitate the edition, generation and prediction of ontology metadata for properties that take their senses within a community-based library e.g., relations between ontologies, reviews, related projects, etc. When relevant, the libraries should offer a mechanism to easily export the metadata edited or generated in order for other systems to use it; (iii) There is a need for a relevant and clear community adopted standard for ontology description.

4.4 Importance and role of metadata

Given these disparate practices, it is legitimate to ask what importance people place on metadata in the context of ontologies. To explore this aspect, we asked the following question: “Overall, do you think authoring and accessing ontology metadata is important?” To this question, 105 participants replied ‘yes’ with different level of importance. Many respondents acknowledged the importance of ontology metadata for different purposes, for instance, ontology search, discover, identify, selection; version and quality control; ontology reuse; semantic interoperability between machines; reveals the ontology development context; provide essential information to new comers; feedback to ontology designer. A couple of respondents interestingly mentioned that a lack of good metadata is certainly a good demonstrator of a lack of rigor/quality in the process of building the ontology itself. Some of the participants have also made some recommendations on the subject; among them, we can include: need for a single rigorous specification (promoted as a standard); more advanced ontology repositories; alignment between metadata vocabularies; possibility to extend such vocabulary metadata to other semantic resources, not only ontology; use metadata for quality control; the current editing line is too complex; automatically processes metadata inside ontology repositories.

5 Conclusion

Because of their diversified profile, survey participants are a representative sample of the ontology community. The previous analyses show that paradoxically, ontology users, on the one hand, recognize the importance of metadata and hope for rich descriptions when searching for an ontology, but on the other hand, ontology developers do not describe a lot their resource and use only a limited number of properties among the existing ones. Thus, users express that the information sought is generally not present in ontology metadata, even though properties exist to describe it. This situation has been confirmed by all our studies on the subject. An interesting point in this survey is that when developers describe their
ontology, either they do it in a 'personal' way (e.g.; with string value), or, if they use a metadata vocabulary, they will choose among the best known ones: core semantic web languages (RDFS, OWL, SPARQL), DCAT, Dublin Core. Very few people use dedicated vocabulary such as DOOR, VANN, ADMS, OMV or MOD. This is not surprising when considering the efforts needed to just identify the potentially relevant vocabularies that could be used to describe ontologies: there is not a single reference to describe ontologies but a quantity of properties taken from several different vocabularies which overlap a lot. Thus, the practices in terms of ontology metadata are not harmonized due to the lack of knowledge about metadata vocabularies and the absence of a clearly and unique recommendation. Our motivation is to better understand the practices and the needs of the ontology community users and then consider the follow-up to our different work. There is a need clearly expressed for metadata authoring guidelines and for harmonization of existing metadata vocabularies. We know now that our vocabulary review has not left out any important ones. Thus, we can rely on our previous work (AgroPortal metadata model & MOD) to propose in the context of the VSSIG a recommendation for ontology description. This recommendation could be a metadata vocabulary (which would be a revised and extended version of the current MOD) or an application profile. Other perspectives focus on improving metadata support through tools and repositories.
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